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The question answered. Woosley, Louisa M., 1862-1952. Women clergy - Ordination of women. Bibframe RDF. Work; Instance Women Preaching Salvation By Grace The authority of Christ should never be questioned by the church. Therefore I question whether it is permissible for a woman to teach a class with men. Where in the Bible does it say that women can't preach the Gospel. Shall Woman Preach? Or the Question Answered Yale Divinity. These, and other, questions are asked when the subject of women preachers is discussed. Surely these questions are valid and deserve to be answered. Shall woman preach? or, The question answered was merged with this page. Written by Louisa M. Woosley. ISBN 0837014166 Shall woman preach?, or, The question answered The Pauline Doctrine of Male Headship: The Apostle Versus Biblical.
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